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RALPH L. EnGEL

New Mexico's Economy
Rapid growth has been the most obvious feature of' New Mexico's
postwar experience. By most measures, the state has grown considerably more rapidly than has the nation in a period" when the nation's
growth has itself been huge.
.
Between 1947 and 1957 the state's p~pulation gained 45 per cent,
while the nation's increased only 17 per cent. The growing population
is generally more fully employed than ever before. New Mexico had
59 per cen~ more non-agricultural wage workers in 1956 than in 1947.
By way of comparison, the nation's non-agricultural wage workers
were only 22 per cent more numerous.
This growth in population and employment has supported, and has
been supported by, a rapid expansion in business activity. The index
of business activity in New Mexico during 1956 was 142 per cent above
that for 1947. The much-touted gain for the nation was impressive,
but at 49 per cent above 1947 it wasn't nearly so impressive as New
Mexico's.
Expa:q.ding employment and business activity have boosted the income of New Mexico's people by 112 per cent in this postwar period,
an astounding increase when compared with that of 72 per cent for the
nation as a whole. But because New Mexico's growing income had to
be spread among a more rapidly growing population, the contrast between per capita income gains for state and nation were not so marked
-51 per cent for New Mexico; 47 per cent for the nation.
These changes are summarized in Table I. Let it be pointed out that
while nearly everyone in New Mexico (and, belatedly, throughout the
country) is aware of the state's rapid growth, the above recitation of
cold, dry facts enables us to pin down the extent to which New Mexico
has developed during the past ten years. This development is imporRalph L. Edgel has his BA. from the University of Utah and his M.B.A.
from Northwestern. He is Director of the UNM Bureau of Business
Research and Professor of Business Administration.
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tant, for it forms the setting within which to examine the state's
rapidly ch~l}ging economy, the problems of that economy, and the
outlook for it.
>
I.

NEW MEXICO'S GROWTH

UNITED STATES, 1947-1956
(Figures are 1956 expressed as percentages of 1947)
COMPARED WITH THE

New Mexico

Population
Employment
Business Activity
Personal Income
Per Capita Income

45
59
1~

112
51

United States

17
22

49
72
47

New Mexicans today live in an economy far different from that in
which New Mexicans lived before World War II. In 1940 two thirds
of our people lived in rural areas; one third of them actually lived on
and made their living from farms. Almost one quarter of the people's
income was derived directly from agriculture, and per capita income
was only 63 per cent of the nation's average.
In 1956 nearly two thirds of New Mexico's inhabitants were urbanites. About one eighth were farm dwellers, many of them partially dependent ppon off-farm income. Per capita income had risen from $199
to $1,494. A great deal of this increase was accounted for by inflation,
but New Mexico's per capita income in 1956 was up to 77 per cent of
the national average.
These figures. are cited, not to imply that the marked improvement
in income was due primarily to the changing importance of agriculture
in the state's economy, although that was part of it, but to emphasize
the state's growing urbanity, its decreasing dependence upon agriculture as a way of living, and its improving income position. All this
highlights the contrast between prewar and postwar New Mexico.
The most concise way of tracing the changes that have occurred in
the economic structure of the state is to show the distribution of the
industrial sources of personal income during various years of this period
of great transition. This distribution is shown in Table II.
The most marked change apparent in Table II is the steady decline
in the relative importance of agriculture as a source of income for New
Mexicans. By 1956 agriculture's contribution to the state's personal
income was less than qne third as important as it was in 1940. Among
0"
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the state's major industries, the only one to show an absolute (as con~
trastled with a relative) 'decline was agriculture. While it is true that the
dollar value of agricultural output in 1956 was twice that of 1940, this
increase was more than offset by rising costs and inflated prices, so that
the dollar net income realized from farming was actually smaller than
in 1940. Tqe impact of this decline upon individual incomes has been
softened somewhat by the fact that there are fewer farms, fewer farm
families, and fewer hired workers to share the reduced income. But this
inability of agriculture to support as large a segment of the population
as it had before the war has created serious problems. Some of them
will be discussed later.
II.

PERCENTAGE OF PERSONAL INCOME RECEIVED BY NEW l\fEXICANS
FROM MAJOR INDUSTRIAL SOURCES

From Agriculture
From Mining
From Construction
From Manufacturing
From Transportation
and Utilities
From Trade
Frol}l Finance
From Services
Froqj Government
All Industry Sources

1940

1946

1950

1956

23.1
8,9
3·5
3.0

18.0
5.2
7·3
6.1

15.6
6.8
10·5
6.0

8.2
8·5
9·5

10.1
18,3
1.2
10.6
21.3
100.0

9.7
20.8
1.9
10.9
20.1
100.0

7.8
18,5
2.7
11.9
20.2

7.0

8,9
19.0
2.6
10.5
25.8
100.0

JOO.o
Sources: Basic data from Charles F. Schwartz and Robert E. Graham, Per~
sonal lncome by States (Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office,
1956)~ PP."191, 209-13,.3nd Vicente T. Ximenes, 1956 Income by Counties

in New Mexico (Albuquerque, U.N.M. Bureau of Business Research, 1957)
pp. 11-13 et passim.

All other industries showed big increases in dollars contributed to
the state's personal income, but they differed greatly in rates of gain,
so that by 1956 some were relatively much more important contributors and some less so than formerly. Only in transportation and utilities, however, was the loss continued and significant, and then it was
only a relative significance.. The absolute dollar contribution of this
industry was nearly six times as great in 1956 as in 1940.
The gap left in personal income by agriculture and in a small way
by transportation and utilities was filled by gains in four industrial
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groups. Manufacturing in 1956 contributed a share over three times
as great as in 1940. Construction's contribution had more than doubled.
in relative importance. The finance group also had doubled its part of
the total. And government activities directly supplied a share one-fifth
larger than they had in 1940. In other words, these four groups, by
growing more rapidly than the average, largely accounted for the unusual growth of the state's economy. Manufacturing displayed the
most rapid rate of growth, and govemm~nt furnished the greatest
dollar increase.
These facts give, in broad outline, the transformation taking place
in New Mexico's economy. Against this background w~ need to ask
why there have been these particular changes, what problems they'
raise, how they are likely to affect New Mexico's future.

I

One does not have to seek far to find the reasons underlying the
larger changes in the state's economic make-up. The decline of agriculture is part of a nation-wide trend toward fewer farms and a smaller
farm population resulting from consolidation, mechanization, and increased productivity. But' the farm problem is somewhat more acute
in New Mexico than in many other states. Our acreage of arable land
is extremely small and will not support any expansion of crop farming:
The severely limited and uncertain water supply, coupled with the
great distances from large markets, makes much of New Mexico's
farming and ranching either marginal or submarginal. Moreover, the
very nature of our agricultural activities in the past (and to some extent
at present) subjected farm and ranch operators to a precarious
existence.
In 1940 one-third of the state's farms were smaller than 30 acres, and
~ne-quarter were over 500 acres. The small ones were largely subsistence farms, well adapted to the state's economy in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, but quite anachronistic in the cash economy of
the mid-twentieth century because they cannot provide a satisfactory
living for a family, especially the usual large farm family. So the strong .
tendency has been to sell small farms to larger operators or abandon
them and seek urban employment. And because the large ranches tend
to specialization, they, too, have suffered with unusual severity the
vagaries of weather and markets so that many ranchers have sold to.
larger, more well-heeled operators in order to seek better and more
secure employment in urban industries. While this over-simplified
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statement of the, so-called fann problem neglects the details of a rather
complex set of circumstances, it serves to identify the principal fonns
in which the decline has occurred.
The very rapid gain in manufacturing since. 1945 is in some ways the
most significant of the changes occurring in New Mexico's economy.
It has reversed the downw~rd trend in manufacturing's relative importance, which extended th~ough most of the first h~lf of this century.
It also refutes the widely h~ld opinion that important manufacturing
groWth cannot take place in New Mexico.
. But the character of our recent manufacturing gains raises serious
questions in some quarters concerning their healthiness and permanency. The bulk of these gains have come from defense-oriented (particularly A.E.C.) activities and for this reason are regarded by many
people as illusory and affording no sound basis for additional manufacturing growth. It is this writer's opinion, however, ~at the stimulus
afforded by such activities, regardless of their origin, may well have
supplied the impetus necessary to get the state's manufacturing off a
. sort of dead-center equilibrium in which it had been caught since the
turn of the century.%is judgment is borne out in part by recent substantial employment gains in such manufacturing as lumber and wood
products (41 per cent in the last thre~years), petroleum products (47
per cent in the s;Ime period), primary metals and fabricated metal
products (58 and 61 per cent respectively), transportatidn equipment
(144 per cent), and machinery (633 per cent). *
Construction's contribution to the state's income in 1956, although
somewhat smaller than in 1950, was nearly two and one-half times as
large as in 1940. This rapid growth reflected the almost feverish construction required to provide housing and other facilities for a rapidly
expanding population and, business. The marked gain in the income
portion provided by the finance group resulted from the same forces.
But it.was government that forged to the front between 1940 and
i956. While showing a smaller rate of increase than manufacturing,
construction, or finance, government nevertheless provided more than
half th~tal increase in personal income during the period. Federal
Government activities acco,unted for the bulk of this unusual'increase,

.* The

growth of manufacturing in New Mexico is discussed in more detail in two

articles of mine, "Manufacturing in New Mexico" and "Manufacturing Gains in New ,
Mexico,'I' which appeared in New Mexico Business for December 1952 and August 1956
respectively.
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which was traceable primarily to two activities: the expansion of military bases-particularly those of the Air Force-and the development of
spe-cial weapons installations.'"
Growth has brought with it many improvements, principal among
which is the previously remarked gain in income and the improved
living which it provides. But growth has also brought new problems
and has placed in sharper relief some of the familiar, chronic ones.
Among those arising out of recent growth are the many problems associated with providing facilities to take care of a swelling population.
The necessity for providing facilities has been the principal stimulus
to the construction industry and has helped to provide lncreased employment and income. But even with the large expansion- in construction, facilities-schools, public buildings, hospitals, sewerage, etc.-in
most expanding areas of the state are still far from adequate in many
respects. Material shortages and high priceS have contributed to this
situation, but the most serious handicap has been the inability of public
revenues to keep pace with needs. Partly, this inability is the inevitable
result of rapid growth; but it is also rooted in the state's tax structure,
particularly the extensive use of earmarking and the inadequate
provision for localgovernment revenues.
Another problem which concerns many people is the" disproportionately large dependence of the"'>state on Federal Government activities.
Instinctively, we distrust government subsidies as a means of supporting industrial activities, even though we find it pretty difficult to name!
any major industry in the United States that did not get its original
big stimulus from direct or indirect government subsidy, or which is
not now, directly or indirectly, dependent to a significant extent upon
government support. With 19 per cent of its personal income accounted for by Federal Government disbursement (as contrasted with
13 per cent for the nation), New Mexico is particularly sensitive to
fluctuations in the national government's activities. Moreover, the fact
that some 65 per cent of Federal Government disbursements in New
Mexico are war-oriented is the cause of further concern. '"
Unquestionably, New Mexico's economy is particularly vulnerable
to any serious reduction in'federal activities, particularly the war·
* For a detailed account of federal government activities in New Mexico see Stanle,
J. Brasher, "The Federal Role in New Mexico's Economy," New Mexico Business,
January, 1957.
...
* See William J. Parish, "Appraisal of Two Historical Patterns of Economic Growth iII
New Mexico," New Mexico Business, July 1950, esp. pp. 3-4.
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oriented ones. What is not so clear is whether Federal Government
activities, especially those presently important in New Mexico, will be
seriously curtailed in view of the international situation. An equally
debatable point is whether our new manufacturing and supporting industries are as ephemeral as implied by the fact that they got their start
from government subsidies. 'Most of them, it appears, have proved to
themselves and to the skeptics that they can thrive in a New Mexico
location. Most of them, too, are assoGiated with new devices, new
processes, and new materials with great promise for peaceful uses.
A more serious problem which New Mexico faces is that of providing
adequate emplGyment for two groups: the newcomers, wh.o are arriving in droves, and its displaced rural people-the enchanted and the
disenchanted. So far, the expansion of government sponsored activities
and ot' private business opportunities has just about kept pace with
(and, of course, has caused) immigration. But the enchanted keep
urging their friends to join them in New M"exico-with great success.
While it may sound facetious to pose this situation as a problem, it
nevertheless constitutes a real one.
So far as the newcomers are concerned, however, one can dismiss
that phase of the problem with the optimistic hope that their very'
coming will create job opportunities sufficient to take care of them, but
that if it doesn't, they will cease'''coming. The more serious problem
concerns the large number pf people who have not benefited from
New Mexico's recent prosperity. The state's prosperity has not been
spread evenly; instead, its distribution has been spotty, leaving pockets
of distress in many rural areas where unemployment is high, incomes
are low, the welfare load is heavy, and business is dying.
Indeed, these areas,1argely peopled by small subsistence farmers,
"have been adversely affected by many of the same broad forces which
have worked such a marked transition and improvement in the state's
overall economy. Almost completely dependent iIpon the products of
their own small farms, yet requiring many goods and services which
can be had only for cash, this llJral group has found its traditional way
of life completely upset. Many have moved to urban areas, where they
frequently have difficulty finding employment. This migration has
produced serious unemployment and swollen welfare rolls~ in some of
the state's urban areas adjacent to formerly prosperous farm areas. The
departure of a large part of the population has left small rural businesses withering on the vine. Those who haven't left find that their
farms provide neither sufficient subsistence nor the cash with which to
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buy needed goods and services. If they seek off-fann work in the nearby
urban communities, they find the labor market already glutted and no
'jobs available for which their capabilities and training fit them.
New Mexico's most serious problem concerns how these disenchanted can be provided with jobs frOQI which 'they may derive incomes adequate to a decent level of living. Out of this problem comes
the urgent cry for industrialization (meaning more manufacturing).
This solution for solviI;lg our underemployment is proposed by those
who look at the econo1l51c structure of the state and see it out of balance because, first, we have proportionat;ely less employment in (and
receive less income from) manufacturing than <:Ioes the nation' as a
whole, and second, because we have proportionately more employment
in the extractive industries and government.
The path to achieving a balanced economy-in the sense that it
makes the best use of our resources-may not be simply getting more
manufacturing. Surely we need more and better employment opportunities for our disenchanted, but such opportunities can be provided
only by activities which are economically justifiable in New Mexico.
The fact that we have proportionately small employment in. manufacturing is not in ,itself sufficient economic justification, which-for a
business venture-must be based, not on a need for filling gaps in
employment, but rather on sound prospects for profit. And the decision
to locate must be made by business management. There are many difficulties standing in the way of getting business to make decisions in
favor of New Mexico.
The above analysis does not mean either that the prospects for
manufacturing growth are dim nor that New Mexico's economic expansion is approaching its limits. That New Mexico will continue to
grow in population, employment, production, and income is apparently beyond question. The growth will probably continue to be rapid,
possibly too rapid to enable us to keep pa~e in providing all the various
facilities as they're needed. Consequently, we may anticipate that our
problems of public finance will be with us for a long time.
The real, question concerning our future growth concerns what its
characteristics will be. To be healthy and desirable, growth shoulCl
bring improvement in the living conditions of all the residents of the
area, not juJt improvement to some groups, as has been the case in
recent years. Will future growth bring improved circumstances for all?
Particularly, will it enable those who have not benefited in the past to
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raise their leyel of living? The answers to these questions will depend
upon how and where our growth takes place. And it should be emphatically pointed out that future improvement does not necessarily
depend solely upon our'success in obtaining new or expanded manufacturing. Nor does it depend upon our achieving an industrial pattern
which duplicates that of the nation's.
There are other possibilities for expansion and improvement, and
some of them currently appear more promising than manufacturing.
Much of our recent expansion, for example, has resulted from' uranium
and petroleum mining. Much of it has grown out of specialized services associated with electronics and engineering. These facts do not
deny the other-that manufacturing can expand in New Mexico. In
certain limited areas the potentials for man'ufacturing appear to be
good. But the realization of these potentials depends upon the careful
appraisal of our total resources in each particular use; and it may well
be that activitieS other than manufacturing-mining, a rehabilitated
agriculture, financial or other specialized services-afford a better use
of our total resources at anyone time.
The point to be made is this: our outlook for growth does not depend upon the outlook for manufacturing, but rather upon the development of a pattern of utilizing our resources to an extent which
takes all of them into account-natural, capital, and human-in the
optimum combination. And that, optimum combination depends
upon achieving balance within the national and international economy
ratherthan upqn duplicating its pattern. Our resourc~ do not remain static, particularly, our human resources, which are constantly being changed and improved byeducation and by advances in knowledge and know-how. Neither do our
natural resource{ remain the same. Witness the fact that in the last
ten years we have a new mineral resource-uranium. * Given the
changing character of our resources, it is impossible to know which of
them or what combination of, them will contribute most toward our
future growth or what the character of that growth will be.
* Although uranium had physical existence prior to the discovery of important uses
for it, it could not be considered a resource until it could be used to produce income.
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